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The Effects of Enrollment Expansion on Students

Residence Halls

- Many residence assistants will have roommates during the 2018-19 school year
- Freshmen aren’t living on-campus
- Upper classmen aren’t moving off-campus
- Wait times in dining courts and retail dining are longer and longer
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Student Organizations

- Too many organizations to host the B-Involved Fair in a single location
- Student activities fee allocation decisions are becoming increasingly strict
- Who should foot the bill? Should it be included in cost of attendance or covered through dues?
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Other Facilities

- The CoRec is crowded apart from very early or late in the day
- Lots of study spaces exist but they fill up quickly
- Lab space is a scarce commodity which has led to Saturday classes
- Classes fill up quickly during enrollment periods
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations

1. Build another residence hall

2. Encourage online course expansion to free up classroom spaces

3. Consider prioritizing the amenities provided to students
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